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Buoyant lamb market –
Where to from here?
By Ian Turner of
Superior Selections

• Improved genetics are enabling us to produce highest quality lamb carcasses
like these in less time, but can we produce enough of them to match supply?
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THE AUSTRALIAN prime lamb
market has never seen better times
with unprecedented prices currently
up around $7.60/kg and above.
Predictions are they could well go
to $9 or $10/kg in the next year or so.
The only impediment at present
seems to be the seasonal conditions
being experienced by many producers, especially in NSW.
I have always believed the marketplace is the greatest administrator
or legislator for future direction and
outcomes.
Also, every prime lamb producer
thoroughly deserves the rewards they
are currently getting after pushing
through many tough periods during
the last few decades.
Those who have consistently
produced high quality lambs close
to major markets have done well,
but there are others in more marginal
country who have faced greater challenges and costs in their production
programs and have not always been
well rewarded for their efforts.
Gross margins in efficient sheep
and prime lamb production are
clearly ahead of grain production at
present, which is where a lot who
deserted sheep through harder times
headed. A balance is always good
policy.
So why are we experiencing such
good and positive prices?
Simply, it is the result of market
driven outcomes around supply and
demand.
When we get a sudden rise in
prices, we are generally euphoric,
and when we get a sudden fall we get
frustrated and sometimes angry, but
both outcomes are the result of supply
and demand being way out of kilter.
In such cases we tend to get a surge
of irrational actions and reactions.
When you get a 25 percent lift in
prices over a four week period from
an already buoyant market price, as
we saw this year from mid-June, it
rings a few alarm bells for me.
It is great if you were on the
receiving end of that lift, but is it
sustainable?
And do we want it to remain that
high and even continue to surge
towards the $9 and $10/kg?
A vast majority of producers will
probably say, “Yes”, but to quote
a theory I was taught in physics at
school, “For every action there is an
equal and opposite reaction.”
MLA and various other industry
groups have done a magnificent
job promoting lamb worldwide, to
the point we are experiencing high
export demand from many countries,
including domestically.
This is the ideal situation because if
one market falls over it only creates a
very small ripple in the marketplace,
unlike the tidal wave that hit the
Australian beef industry in the late
1970s.
Then the USA, our dominant
and virtually only customer at the
time, instigated tariffs and quotas
and killed off our export trade and
industry overnight.
It took over two decades to recover
and those who went through the
aftermath of that will never forget.
The domestic market has seen
lamb surge into popularity.
The development of new restaurant
cuts from larger, leaner lambs, vastly
improved genetics and successful
MLA promotions, especially via
‘Slammin’ Sam Kekovich’, have

again put lamb at the top of consumer
desires. The product has lived up to
expectation to sustain that demand.
We are not dealing with a crash
here at present, but could the current
scenario lead to one? I don’t want to
be a ‘Hanrahan’, but to me there are
some worrying signs.
Just as a river is often smooth
before a waterfall, there are things
that should attract our attention and
future planning.
What could possibly go wrong?
With such a sudden surge in prices,
processors will be under huge pressure.
In particular, export contracts are
settled forward, and just like grain
futures, the product needs to be
supplied at that contract price.
When they have to pay above
that contract rate to fulfil a contract
it creates a loss situation. They don’t
like running at a loss any more than
any of us do.
With a rapid rate of change in
prices they don’t get the chance to
renegotiate prices.
Lambs do not go as a whole
product to a vast majority of markets,
export or domestic.
If one customer wants the premium
lamb rack cuts, then a market needs to
be found for the rest of those lambs.
In the 1980s a lamb industry delegation to South East Asia for example
found a great appreciation for the
product and the new premium cuts,
but $2.40/kg was all they wanted to
pay.
There are cuts on the lamb that can
be sold at the lower prices as long as
there is a premium received for the
high demand cuts.
A surge in prices as we are seeing
now puts many of those lower priced
cuts out of reach of the markets they
presently go to.
For example, what would you be
prepared to pay for neck chops and
flap?
There is a huge incentive for producers to chase these prices while
they exist, with future breeding stock.
For nearly three decades we have

been eating our breeding flock
at a faster rate than we have been
breeding, to the point that we now
have less than 50 percent of our peak
national flock and only 40 million
breeding ewes.
Only 70 percent of these are annually rearing a lamb, with around 30
percent of lambs lost from scanning
to weaning.
While there have been great
advances and education in achieving higher lambing percentages and
survival rates, it only takes a season
like 2018 in a large portion of the
country to cause further flock decline
which would throw the supply and
demand situation further out of kilter.
Simply put, we desperately need to
produce more lambs from less ewes
to have any chance of matching
demand.
We risk lamb becoming unaffordable to the domestic consumer, and as
much as they may still desire it, will
only eat it on very special occasions.
As producers of a wonderful
food product that is highly desired
around the world, can we afford to
see it ‘progress’ to become purely a
luxury product? Our present situation
is built on mass markets.
I’ve never been comfortable with
telling a client/customer to, “Suck
it up or go elsewhere”. If we get too
expensive compared with all the
other options, that is exactly where
many of our customers will go.
Luxury items are even more sensitive to supply and demand situations
in a very fickle marketplace.
Yes, we are dealing with a free
market situation and it is what it is,
but unless we can increase our supply
to match that demand, we need to be
aware and plan for the possibility of
less palatable outcomes in the not too
distant future.
Every chain is dependent on each
link within and is only as strong as
its weakest link.
The consumer is the main link in
the lamb industry chain. We need to
be careful not make them the weakest
link.

• Increasing lambing percentages and especially lamb survival rates is
paramount in increasing supply to match current demand, or we risk
lamb becoming a luxury item only.
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Seriston maximise client success
IF OUTSTANDING prime lamb
industry rams that combine frame and
extra length with powerful early growth
and muscling are what you seek, then a
visit to the Seriston White Suffolk and
Suffolk studs at Avenue Range should
be on your agenda.
This selection focus has led to the
distinct Seriston type produced today.
Principal, Anthony Hurst has continually sourced the best genetics he
can find over the years to match the
selection principles he put in place
from the beginning of his stud breeding
program over 25 years ago.
Are there any lamb producers who
are not serious about maximising the
success of their enterprise? Certainly,
those who are should give serious consideration to the outstanding quality on
offer at Seriston.
These are totally paddock raised rams
that have seen no grain in their raising,
so they have achieved their impressive
growth and carcass attributes on grass,
just as commercial producers would like
their progeny to do.
When there are greater rewards on
offer for prime lambs, the higher the
quality, the higher the rewards.
While most lamb producers can make
a profit in the current very buoyant
market, it is those who use higher
performing genetics who maximise
their retains and come out even further
in front.
Anthony Hurst will again present
a wonderful team of over 180 White
Suffolk and Suffolk rams for competition at this year’s Seriston annual
on-property ram sale on Friday, October
12.
The offering will see the second drop
of progeny from the significant investment in three top Detpa Grove White
Suffolk sires made in 2015, including
two sons of their top performance sire,
DG ‘Ricochet’.
The blend of growth and carcass
attributes of these additions into the
Seriston program has been particularly
positive.

• The length, depth and muscling combination of Seriston White Suffolk and Suffolk genetics like these White Suffolks at last year’s sale is appreciated
by more clients every year, with available ram numbers increasing in line with that demand.
Also, Seriston 32, a top homebred son
of Waratah 130645 is another sire with
his second impressive drop of White
Suffolk progeny on offer this year.
In the Suffolks, Seriston’s investment
in a top Kerangie ram also paid off,
again having many impressive sons in
the Suffolk rams on offer.
Local area producers have known
and appreciated the quality available at
Seriston for a long time, but as the word
on the results their rams have produced

in clients’ paddocks has spread, more
have joined them.
To ensure all potential buyers are
able to compete at value for the rams
they need, matching supply with the
increased demand has been one of the
challenges Anthony Hurst has faced,
with sale numbers almost doubling from
12 years ago.
He is very mindful that there are
different buying budgets, plus the needs
of bigger volume buyers being able to

average out their buying accounts.
To this end he has been successful
with a good percentage of rams selling
in the ‘great value range’ over the last
two sales.
Measurement for eye muscle area
rather than just depth has arguably
been a significant contributing factor in
achieving the renowned Seriston type.
Genetic correlations usually mean
that an emphasis on increased muscle
depth leads to smaller and shorter

earlier maturing sheep.
This then restricts the market weight
range options open to breeders who use
these smaller types.
Insisting on maintaining size and
length with early muscling has required
more time and patience to achieve, but
the buyers are the beneficiaries of this
patience at Seriston.
Anthony Hurst welcomes enquiry
with more details also available on the
website: www.seriston.com.au.

Warrawindi confident their premium genetics will impress
best maternal sheep for lamb production
as well.
The Poll Dorsets are supreme in
growth rates compared to any other
terminal prime lamb sire.
Warrawindi uses the top growth and
muscle AI and stud sires in Australia,
culminating in big robust rams backed
with above breed averages EBVs.
The Suffolks provide lambing ease for
younger ewes and ewe lambs but still
have enough grunt to produce heavy
suckers.
The Suffolk also provides hardiness

and superior meat tenderness for today’s
trending market.
The Border Leicesters are one of
the main ingredients in the prime lamb
industry.
They supply easy care, high fertility,
milk, growth and mothering ability in
base Dams, the first cross ewe is one of
the best and safest production machines
you will ever own.
Warrawindi’s newly purchased East
Friesian breed has been in Australia for
over 20 years.
Quoted as being the most productive

sheep in the world, with the highest
milking ability and the longest lactation.
A Merino ewe will on average lactate for 90 days, crossbreeds and most
other sheep average 180 days, Border
Leicesters 220 days and East Friesians
average 300 days lactation with 25
percent more milk per day.
Weighing up the pros and cons of pure
East Friesians has led to the development
and super successful use of East Friesian
/ Border Leicester cross rams for over
Merino, first cross and composite ewes
to produce the ultimate maternal ewe

for maximum production under the
Australian climate.
Warrawindi East Friesians is the largest stud in Australia, producing over 200
pure and East Friesian / Border Leicester
cross rams which will be available in
their 2019 sale.
Warrawindi will be offering in their
2018 sale 150 Poll Dorsets, 25 Suffolks
and 25 Border Leicester rams on-property on Friday, October 12.
The sale commences at 1.00pm, with
viewing from 12 noon or by appointment
beforehand. Lunch will be provided.
SSDEP000618

WARRAWINDI Farms are a growing
business focussed on maximising production, combining four breeds for sheep
grazing enterprises in South Australia.
Increasing demand worldwide for
sheep and lamb meat is gaining momentum, and Australians have a great, clean,
grass-fed product to sell.
Confidence is high that the sheep and
lamb industry will be very sustainable
and profitable for many years to come.
Warrawindi is confident in investing
in the best genetics for the future, not
only in the best terminal sheep but the

our next annual production sale

New Designer Generations continue to come your way

Thursday 11th October 2018
737537

Stud ewes from 11:30am Stud rams from 12:30pm
Check out latest info & full
catalogue on our website

MN3

www.detpagrove.com

Enquiries welcome:
David & Michelle Pipkorn Jeparit, Vic,
Ph/fax (03) 5391 8202
Mobile (David) 0428 918 372
Email info@detpagrove.com

Regular updates and individual
rams of interest also on
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Ryeview quality up there with the best
RYEVIEW had a very successful showing at Millicent last year.
Their Border Leicester ram’s fleece,
from Coolawang 150184, took supreme
fleece at the 2017 Millicent Show.
This ram also became supreme sheep
of the Millicent Show.
He is one of two top Coolawang rams
purchased at the October 2016 ram sale
by Ryeview, with their first progeny
available for your selection at the sale
this year.
In April 2017 Ryeview was thrilled
to sell Suffolk and White Suffolk cross
lambs at the Mount Gambier Saleyards
for $228 / head.
These lambs were by rams similar to
those represented in the sale this year.
The four White Suffolk stud sires with
progeny represented in Ryeview’s annual
sale this year are listed below. They have
confidence that these flock rams will
produce top results for you because of
their good EBVs & high indexes.
Sires of the flock rams represented in
the Ryeview 2018 annual sale are:
Ashmore 130266 (17.3 Pwwt, 0.58
pfat, 2.21 pemd, 208.67 Carcass Plus);
Waratah 130645 (15.1 Pwwt, -0.45
pfat, 2.61 pemd, 205.5 Carcass Plus);
Ashmore 140108 (14.8 Pwwt, 0.13
pfat, 1.31 pemd, 187.7 Carcass Plus);
Glengarry 122903 (16.8 Pwwt, -0.79

pfat, 0.5 pemd, 193.37 Carcass Plus).
Another Suffolk stud sire purchased in
2016 has produced some of the quality
progeny represented at this year’s sale.
He was purchased from the Anna Villa:
Bowen 140417 (10.70 Pwwt, -0.17
pfat, -0.17 pemd, 154.54 Carcass Plus);
Anna Viila 150022 (9.8 Pwwt, -0.4 pfat,
-0.1 pemd, 150.00 Carcass Plus).
In 2015 Ryeview purchased 90 percent
of the Border Leicester ewe lambs at the

Duenclin dispersal sale.
In 2016 they purchased half of the
remaining mixed aged ewes in lamb.
This gave Ryeview a definite re-entry
to the Border Leicester world.
The Border Leicester flock rams in this
year’s sale are showing good growth and
width with good EBVs to suit.
They are only 12 to 14 months of age.
The figures of their sires are below:
Duenclin 120660 (7.1 Pwwt, -0.0

pfat, -0.4 pemd, 127.75 Carcass Plus,
7.6 NLW% (number of lambs weaned));
Duenclin 120767(T) (7.7 Pwwt, -1.1
pfat, 0.2 pemd, 141.17 Carcass Plus,
5.5 NLW%).
Ryeview’s Lambplan data/figures
recorded demonstrate that their White
Suffolks are breeding with EBVs and
eating qualities that continue to be right
up there with the average Australian
White Suffolk flock.

From their participation in the
genomics program, they can supply
eating qualities for their White Suffolk
offspring.
All Ryeview sheep are Ovine
Brucellosis Accredited Free (No. 306),
in the MAP scheme (MN3V No. S107).
All sheep are vaccinated with Gudair
and treated with Eryvac and Scabi
Guard.
They are also treated with Cydectin
Eweguard and dipped with Avenge at
shearing in mid August.
Ryeview also have their rams vet
checked prior to the sale and have a structural guarantee to cover the unforeseen.
All this is done so that they can provide you with an assurance that the flock
rams for sale are healthy and structurally
sound.
You are cordially invited to attend
Ryeview’s on-property ram sale on
Monday, October 15, 2018 at Burkhills
Lane, Millicent. A free lunch will be
available.
Four percent rebate to all outside
agents.
Enquiries can be made to Elder’s
Millicent (David Little, Hayden Biddle
or Scott Altschwager) or contact
Michael or Julie Osborne on (08)
8733 3393, 0408 838 568 or via email
ryeview@bigpond.com.

Johnos Border Leicester
focused on breed future
JOHNOS Border Leicester stud has made
some subtle changes in the last three years
and are excited to be seeing the outcome
from those changes.
Once again they are holding a sale
in 2018. This year it will be held at the
Mundulla Showground on the original day
that Johnos started their ram sale some 20
years ago.
It will be conducted on the second
Monday in October starting at 11am.
The stud will be offering approximately
80 Border Leicester rams including $uperBorder$.
Johnos has a strong breeding program,
producing the rams you require.
They will again be showing rams at the
Royal Adelaide Show.
This year Border Leicesters are the feature breed, so if you are looking for show

rams Johnos will have some on offer on
sale day.
The stud continues to be involved in
$uperborder$ which has a genuine focus on
the future of the lamb industry and moves
with the changes as needed.
$uperborder$ is in its 20th year and still
very strong and relevant today.
If you are looking for performance
rams Johnos has them. They are all about
breeding for your requirements.
If you want to keep the ewes yourself, or
sell them on, they are here to help in any
way they can.
Johnos congratulates all the breeders who
had first cross ewes sired by their rams in
Naracoorte last year.
Although it was a tough day in regards
to weather, your ewes stood up with the
best of them. Well done.

White Suffolks  Poll Dorsets  Multi Meats  Poll Merinos

Gold Quality Data
Acc Brucellosis Free

MN3

This is the focus of our breeding program:
Maximising commercial productivity!

10571A

gem

Woolumbool

Annual On-Property ram sale

Wednesday 3rd Oct - 1pm

gamb
eart
move

Let GEM improve your pastures
with GEM’s high quality AG Lime and
AG Dolomite and fertilise for the future.

All the best to
competing
inof the
For further
information and pricing

200 Poll Dorset & White Suffolk rams

Contact: Phil & Sharon Clothier, PO Box 102, Naracoorte, SA 5271
Ph (08) 8765 8026 Fax (08) 8765 8002 Email: woolumbool@bigpond.com
For more information find us and follow us on
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@woolumboolstuds  www.woolumbool.com.au

Email: admin@gem-group.com.au

737304

• Trucking
• Road & Pavement
GAMBIER EARTH MOVERS PTY LTD
• Quarry Products
29 Avey Road, Mount Gambier, South Australia
• Bitumen & Aspha
Phone: (08) 8725 4093
Suppli
Facsimilie •
(08)Landscape
8723 0049
737489

SSWOO0050718

AG Lime and AG Dolomite
Including Cartage, Farm Tracks and
• CivilRipping
Contractors
Roadways, Paddock
and associated
Plant Hire,
• Plant
Hire
please contact:

29 Avey Road, Mt Gambier
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• Exceptional growth and muscling is clearly evident in these Janmac rams. They are examples of the quality Poll Dorset and White Suffolk rams on offer at this year’s on-property
Janmac sale on October 3.

Janmac – Quietly achieving excellence
WHILE THE Hausler family of Janmac
Poll Dorsets and White Suffolk, Goroke
has been selling large and even drafts of
rams to clients in Western Victoria and
the South East of South Australia for
a long time, it’s their achievements in
the last few years that has come under
wider notice.
They again had another total clearance
of the 184 rams at their annual sale last
October, a result that verifies the strong
competition from commercial breeders
seeking rams that are certainly performing in their paddocks and producing
increased profit margins.
Stock agents have described the
highly productive and functional
Janmac rams as, “Durable rams with
the genetic potential to turn grass into
top end dollars”.

“Naturally we are ecstatic with the last
sale result, picking up more clients and
everyone seemed to go away happy with
the value they received,” co-principal
Grant Hausler said.
The increased demand for their rams
has been built around the quality they
have been producing.
Janmac has always been striving for
excellence with strict selection criteria
for balance, structure, conformation,
fertility and performance, especially
growth rate and muscling.
These traits will be clearly evident
in this year’s offering on Wednesday,
October 3, on-property at Goroke.
It is Janmac’s willingness to invest
in the right genetics to achieve their
objective that makes the difference.
A substantial lift was achieved in

their Poll Dorset flock when Janmac
combined with the Rowett family in SA
to purchase Kurralea 110011 in 2012 for
a then Poll Dorset breed record price
of $28,000.
Newbold 120065, an elite performance ram on Lambplan followed with
his first progeny sold in 2015.
Kentish Downs 130291 was purchased for the top price at their 2014 sale
to follow on with that lift in consistent
quality by going over the outstanding
daughters of the other two rams.
In 2016 they purchased the Poll
Dorset ram Kurralea 150036 Tw for
the $13,000 top price at the Kurralea
sale to follow these rams.
A total of 87 ewes were scanned in
lamb to him with his first lambs being
“exceptional” according to Grant

Hausler. Those first progeny will be on
offer this year.
Looking for further advancement in
the future, they followed up with two
very significant Poll Dorset purchases
last year.
Kurralea 160435, the Adelaide reserve
champion ram was purchased for
$12,000, while they also took a share in
Kurralea 160234, the Melbourne reserve
senior champion purchased by Ulandi
Park for $15,000.
The first progeny from both these
rams will be on offer next year.
Grant and Bryce Hausler apply the
same breeding principles to their more
recent and smaller White Suffolk stud,
catering for lamb producers who favour
this breeding option.
The highly credentialed Wingamin

bloodlines feature strongly in this stud,
while they followed up with the significant purchase of Anden 150022Tw in
2016 for $8000.
This ram had a Lambplan Carcass
Plus index of 219.95 and was a son of
the then record $36,000 Anden ram that
sold to WA the previous year.
The ram bred exceptionally well for
Anden when used as a ram lamb, with
eight stud ram sons selling in last year’s
Anden sale, twice topping at $10,000.
Again, the Hauslers are delighted with
this infusion, with Janmac’s first progeny
on offer this year.
Grant and Bryce Hausler welcome
enquiries on their 2018 offering, with
more information available on their
website (www.janmac.com.au) and with
regular postings on Facebook.

WICKHAM
WICKHAMFLOWER
FLOWER

RIDE&&DRIVE
DRIVE DAY
DAY
RIDE

oneofofthe
thefirst
firstto
todrive
drive the
the newly released
BeBeone
released

John Deere
Deere R4060
R4060 Sprayer
John
Sprayer
ALSO
ALSO ON
ON SITE:
SITE:

737442

DETAILS:
DETAILS:
Moorex Property - 5141 Naracoorte Road
Moorex
Property - 5141 Naracoorte Road
th
th
th26 &th27 September 2018
26 & 27 September 2018
th
th
27
September: 9am - 4pm
th26 September: 12pm - 4pm
th
26 September: 12pm - 4pm 27 September: 9am - 4pm
BBQ lunch available on both days
BBQ lunch available on both days
Register your interest at www.wickhamflower.com.au to go in the
Register
interest
www.wickhamflower.com.au
go inparts/
the
draw your
to win
one ofat two
$500 tyre vouchers or ato$250
draw
to win
one of two $500 tyre vouchers or a $250 parts/
service
voucher.
service voucher.

Mazda &
Mazda
& Nissan
Nissan Vehicles
Vehicles
John Deere S780 Harvester
John Deere S780 Harvester
John Deere 6000 Series Tractor
John Deere 6000 Series Tractor
John Deere 8RT Tractor
John Deere 8RT Tractor
John Deere 8R Wheel
John Deere 8R Wheel
John Deere 7R Tractor
John Deere 7R Tractor
John Deere 9RX
John Deere 9RX
John Deere 5000R
John Deere
5000R
John Deere
CUTS Range
John Deere
CUTSGators
Range
John Deere
New Model
John
Deere
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John
DeereNew
& Kuhn
HayGators
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Telehandlers
JCB
Telehandlers
Goldacres
Trailed
Sprayer
Goldacres
Trailed
Sprayer
K-Line
Equipment
K-Line Equipment
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Coolawang in touch
with client needs

• The James family thoroughly test the breeding quality of their Border Leicesters in their
own commercial flock with great success. The best presented pen for the ninth time in
13 years at the annual Naracoorte first cross ewe sale in November last year is an
example of the quality of their genetics, this pen going on to again top the sale at a
Naracoorte record of $366.

THE MUNDULLA based James
family’s Coolawang Border
Leicester stud has always had a
strong commercial focus in their
breeding objectives.
However, on top of client
successes, it is the success of
their genetics within their own
commercial flock that is the real
measuring stick that can’t be
ignored, and strongly influences
the breeding decisions they make
in their stud flock.
Being in this position to thoroughly assess progress within their
own commercial flock gives them
instant first-hand feedback on how
their genetics perform and which
lines bring the best results.
This is then a direct benefit
to all the other clients who have
come to appreciate the quality of
Coolawang genetics over the years.
The James family’s success at
the annual Naracoorte first cross
young ewe sale is clear evidence
they are right on the mark with
yet another sale topping (a record
$366) and best presented pen result.
This latter award was achieved for
the ninth time in 13 years.
Their entire line of 541 ewes in
that sale averaged $356.95. That
is exceptionally consistent high
quality production.

The success experienced
by many of their clients in the
Naracoorte ewe and ewe lamb sales
further backs up the Coolawang
brand as one that can be thoroughly
trusted.
Coolawang’s Border Leicesters
are produced with a balance of
structural excellence, especially
with strong bone and constitution,
high fertility background and top
Lambplan measured performance.
While they seek elite performance levels, they do not focus on
figures based selection alone, but
these are considered in conjunction
with phenotype.
Extended lifetime performance
of rams is a point overlooked when
selecting on figures alone.
As an important extra bonus,
Coolawang’s move to testing and
selection for worm resistance will
ensure that the Coolawang rams
will be able to withstand annual
worm burdens better than most
other options.
Thus commercial producers
have every reason to be excited
by the quality on offer in this year’s
annual Coolawang sale draft of
15 stud and 180 flock rams, to
be held on Thursday, October
11 at 11.00am on their Mundulla
property.

This is also an increase in numbers which should keep supply
in line with anticipated demand,
ensuing there is still value buying
within the sale for those who seek
higher numbers or operate on
varying budgets.
Independent phenotype assessment of the Coolawang sheep at
major shows is a constant test
to ensure the James family has
their actual and desired breeding
objectives aligned with the highest
standards.
A continued dominance at the
Adelaide Royal is evidence they
are on the right road, not only
within the breed, but also across
breeds.
At the last Adelaide Royal they
were again awarded champion
Border Leicester ram for the sixth
year in a row.
Coolawang will again be entering a full team at the 2018 Adelaide
Royal, presenting an opportunity to
all who attend over the first three
days to inspect the tops of their
2017 drop.
Trevor, Judy and Lachie James
welcome your enquiry, but all prospective purchasers can get updates
on their website (www.coolawang.
com.au) or through regular posts
on Facebook.

An efficient, stress-free scanning service of your flock
ANIMAL Scanning Services Australia
has been servicing clients in southern
Australia for 20 years.
Jeff Southall resides in Kingston SE,
but services clients over much of South
Australia and Western Victoria.
With his friendly approach, Jeff tries
to make diagnosing the state of the
pregnancy by ultrasound as stress free as
possible for the ewes and the staff working
with the sheep.
To that end all of the equipment has
been designed and adapted for free flow
of stock and to minimise injuries to staff
and animals.
When he turns up at your property
the equipment, clean and disinfected,
is designed to easily transport from the
trailer to the side of the drafting race.

The sheep flow up a low ramp with
antibacker, through the scanning crate
where Jeff momentarily clamps them
while putting his ultrasound probe on
their side.
Once diagnosed Jeff then drafts the
sheep with his air operated draft or the
sheep can be sprayed with raddle for later
drafting.
Jeff brings everything that would
normally be needed for the job including
a spare ultrasound, EID equipment,
generator, air compressor, three panels,
draft, ramp, diagnosing crate and onboard
water for his pressure cleaner that he uses
to wash the equipment before loading back
into his trailer.
Generally all that the farmer needs
to supply is a basic yard, two people to

keep the stock moving and a dog if they
have one.
Jeff has found that there are lots of different things farmers want to do with their
stock after scanning to maximise feed,
lamb survivability and minimise labour.
He caters for these needs by offering
normal wet / dry diagnosis or single / twin
/ triplet, empty plus a combination of foetal
ageing with early / late lamb diagnosis.
For electronic ID Jeff has the latest
Truetest XR5000 with XRP2 panel reader
enabling him to collect data for customers
even if they currently only have tags and
are looking to collect history on their sheep
before investing in the hardware.
A fair few of his clients minimise their
risk by still having the rams in when he
scans the first time that year and he drafts

the rams into the dries as he goes, so that
the dries have potentially already been
joined but are less than the minimum 40
days in lamb that Jeff needs to identify
pregnant stock.
He’s happy to come back for these
mainly small mobs to rescan later in the
year.
For Jeff the best part of the job is
catching up with people year after year
and watching their progress.
If there is a problem with the joining he
can normally tell you when in the joining
the problem was, so that the managers can
identify the event and hopefully control
that in the future.
Jeff is proud to welcome his son Eoin
Southall into the business.
After more than five years of training

OJD Vaccinated

737303

Selection for • More length • More muscle • More weight • Producing $$$ for you!

Proudly sponsored
by Coprice & Gallagher

SSSER0010717

WHITE SUFFOLKS
& SUFFOLKS

Our clients are smiling more often...
....The reasons are in the paddock!

part time and scanning under Jeff’s
supervision last season, Eoin has become
a professional sheep scanner.
He has a duplicate set of equipment the
same as Jeff’s, same scanning style and
attitude as Jeff but with youth on his side,
so if you’re looking to have a long term
relationship with your sheep scanner and
can put up with Eoin going a bit slower this
year to get his accuracy right (but knowing
he will be faster than Jeff in years to come)
give them a call and ask for Eoin to scan
your sheep.
Jeff and Eoin pride themselves on their
punctuality. You can contact them on
0427 660 106.
They don’t answer their phone while
working, so please leave a message and
they will get back to you.

GET READY FOR SUMMER WITH

DEAN AND McCABE
WINDMILLS AND SOLAR

We invite our customers to be
proactive and prepare for the warmer
weather ahead.

Next Annual Ram Sale

Friday 12th October 2018

150 White Suffolks & 40 Suffolks

www.seriston.com.au

Enquiries & inspections welcome
Contact : Anthony Hurst, Avenue Range, SA Ph (08) 8766 0037
Mob: 0428 332 676 Email: ahurst.seriston@bigpond.com
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Huge Stock Clearance
40% off Bianco Domestic
Pumps in stock
• Home sprinkler requirements
• Reverse osmosis filter systems
(removes chlorine & fluoride)

08 8725 0076

2 Ramsay Avenue, Mount Gambier

737573

We are offering 10% off all repairs,
Varcoe Windmills and Waterboy
Solar Pumps from now until the end
of October 2018. Just mention this
advertisement (excludes agents).
This is the ideal opportunity
to beat the summer rush and save.

MULTIPLE BEARING SHEEP

MultiMeat
Elmore Trial Results

$ / Ewe (Lambs + Wool)

Ewes mated to White Suffolk Rams
$230

$200

$217

$212
$189

$100

Border Leicester
x Merino Cross

Multimeat
x Merino Cross

Cashmore-Oaklea
Perf. Maternals

$200
$180

Merino,
Loddon Valley

Leahcim
Merino

Cantre Plus
Merino

Weaning rates of mature MultiMeat ewes are around 160%

MultiMeatMaster
Multiple Bearing Shedding Sheep

- One cross lifts scanning percentage by 60%

Contact Colin Earl at earl.kerami@bigpond.com or 0428 647 457

737406

- Make your shedding sheep profitable & wean 160% at each lambing.

FGG0177915

- Multiple bearing ewes are more profitable because they are more efficient.
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PRIME

LAMB

RING US FIRST
•
•
•
•

Bond Batteries
Dual battery systems
Solar panels
Electric brake
controllers
• Headlight upgrades
• Alternators/starters

• Lucas Oils
• After market
accessories fitted
• LED Driving lights &
Light Bars
• Caravan Diesel
Heaters

EXCLUSIVE
STOCKISTS OF
737319

Cloven Hills tailor genetics to
suit individual requirements

2 Graham Road, Mount Gambier
Phone (08) 8723 0311

AS CLIENTS build their maternal prime
lamb flocks, it is rewarding to see them
meet their targets from selecting specific
genetic traits, whether it is lambs hitting
target weights earlier and/or having more
on the ground to start with.
Cloven Hills’ ewes and rams offer
exceptional growth, fertility and carcass
traits (eight out of the top 10 Australian
Maternal 2017 drop rams on the MCP+
Index are from Cloven Hills).

Moderate ewe adult weight (65kg)
and hardiness also means they perform
well under pressure, year after year.
However, each farming business has
a different starting point, and two rams
may look the same yet be genetically
quite different in what they deliver.
Cloven Hills enjoys helping to build
short lists of rams which target clients’
individual genetic objectives, enabling
them to more easily select rams physi-

cally by type and within budget.
The stud takes great satisfaction in
watching how clients, who focus on
particular traits in their ram selections,
are achieving real gains in their flocks.
Cloven Hills offer this obligation-free
service to existing and potential clients
alike, so feel free to call, text, email or
drop in at their open day on Thursday,
September 27 or their ram sale on
Monday October 8.

K&S Fuels – Locals supporting locals
WHEN IT comes to fuel, K&S Fuels has no peer, servicing
the South East of South Australia for over 60 years and the
only local fuel distributor in the region.
They now operate out of their new fuel depot at 40 Graham
Road, with admin staff and drivers situated at the one location
in Mount Gambier.
K&S Fuels has been servicing the fuel requirements of
local motorists as well as agriculture, logging, transport and
fishing industries.
K&S Fuels has been getting the job done for over six decades, with good customer service and a reliable fuel supply
being the cornerstones of their business.
Their mantra has always been “locals supporting locals”
and that hasn’t changed, with them ensuring the community’s
fuel needs are met, and with generous support to organisations
and community groups.
K&S Fuels has seven state-of-the art B-doubles delivering

OB Acc. Free 580 & MN2 V.

Annual Sale

On property Glencoe
1861 Kangaroo Flat Road
Friday, 5th October, 2018, 1pm

120
20

Offering
POLL DORSET RAMS
WHITE SUFFOLK RAMS

120
20

Light luncheon 12 noon, supplied by vendor

Dale Price 0428 394 300 • Adam Price 0428 230 100

Peter Creek 0428 838 332
Scott Miller 0427 799 407
Andrew Whan 0427 799 406
Liam Durcan 0409 788 892
8 - The Border Watch Prime Lamb Focus 2018

David Creek 0408 849 309
Ben Gregory 0418 498 587
Aiden Auld 0414 779 614

737002

3% rebate to outside agents, 24 hours prior notice

fuel from Adelaide and Melbourne into the South East region
as well as supplying local customers via their rigid trucks.
The business has a long-standing relationship with Caltex,
supplying this region with quality Caltex fuels, oils and
lubricants.
K&S Fuels also operate seven Caltex service stations
throughout the South East of South Australia.
From supplying diesel to the region’s fishing ports, including
Port MacDonnell, Beachport, Southend and Cape Jaffa, to their
supply to the man on the land, K&S Fuels has forged strong ties
with all the key local fishing, forestry and farming industries.
They also offer a convenient fuel card system which keeps
its customers on the road 24/7, not only locally, but also
nationally as part of the Caltex group.
Contact K&S Fuels today for all your fuel needs on (08)
8721 1770 or drop into one of their Caltex depots or retail
service stations.

PRIME

LAMB

Paxton set to kick goals under lights
THE PAXTON stud at Western Flat
continues to prosper, looking forward
to its first on-property sale offering their
Poll Dorset and White Suffolk rams at
open auction.
The stud took the big step last year
of offering their Border Leicester rams
at an on-property auction.
Paxton stud principal Martin Harvey
said that they couldn’t have been happier with how the sale went.
“We sold more rams than we ever
thought we could, and the prices were
above what we expected,” Martin said.
“We were thrilled with the support
we received from existing and new
clients.
“I was really happy with how the
rams presented, and still felt that there
were sufficient rams in all buyer price
ranges.
“It was particularly pleasing to sell
two stud rams to the Pembroke and
Morton studs. It is very difficult to sell
stud rams when dealing privately,” he
said.
The Paxton stud is going to try
something a little different by having
a twilight sale on September 26 starting
at 4.30pm, selling their terminal rams.
“We built a new selling shed last year
that is very well lit up and it is hard
to find suitable days and times with
so many sales being conducted in the
South East,” Martin said.
Clients will be well looked after
with food, refreshments and fellowship
following the sale.
The stud will offer about 200 rams of
both Poll Dorsets and White Suffolks.
The Paxton Border Leicester rams
will be offered on October 12 at 2.30pm
at Broadview.

The stud will be showing at the
Adelaide Royal Show, with the Border
Leicesters being the feature breed this
year.
Paxton will offer about 150 rams at
auction.
According to Martin the sheep
industry is flying and many of their

clients had record first cross ewe lamb
sales last November.
“It is fantastic to walk down the sale
pens at Naracoorte and see so many
Paxton genetics on display and our
clients enjoying the spoils of their
consistent hard work,” Martin said.
The stud has continued to buy genet-

ics from all over Australia, with new
additions from the Aberdeen Poll Dorset
stud in NSW and Allendale stud from
South Australia, plus the Ellingerrin
Border Leicester stud ($10,500
Horsham champion) from Victoria.
Days Whiteface has also added a very
handy white Suffolk ram ($12,000) to

the sires used at Paxton.
All Paxton rams are MN2V and
Brucellosis free, backlined, capsuled
and Glanvac 6-in-1 vaccinated.
All rams have Lambplan figures
available.
Inquiries are welcome at any time,
call Martin Harvey on 0407 582 079.

“SPECIALIST IN MARKETING YOUR LAMBS”

PPHS

Spence Dix & Co

Naracoorte, Penola, Kingston
& surrounding areas

Keith, Tintinara, Bordertown, Meningie,
Mid North & surrounding areas

08 8762 3055

08 8755 3088

John Chay & Co

PPHS Millicent

Millicent & surrounding areas

0439 332729

0439 332919

737215

Millicent & surrounding areas
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STONELEIGH SUFFOLKS

PRIME

LAMB

Black is back...

Stoneleigh Suffolks maintains a high health standard:
• OJD vaccinated • Brucellosis accredited
• Spider Syndrome tested

50 flock & 4 stud rams for sale
Stoneleigh Suffolks
Malcolm & Tania Smith
0428 675 058
762 Fairview Road, Lucindale SA
Email: info@stoneleighsuffolks.com.au

737006

by private selection, available mid September

OUR FLOCK
Flock No: 2226
Burcellosis
Accredited No: 1315

Johno’s Borderleicester Stud
Offering approx. 80 Rams

737583

20th Ram Sale

Monday 8th October, 11.00am SA Time
Mundulla Showgrounds
Bruc Accredited No. 3555
MN2V

Jeff Johnson 0418 310 398
Neil Johnson 0427 791 637

Yarramie flock rams
produce exemplary
lamb breeding results
YARRAMIE Poll Dorset stud is
offering for sale 70 premium flock
rams from its 2017 stock.
The rams are well balanced, well
fleshed and have good body length.
In an effort to produce quality
prime lamb sires, rams are selected
for their outstanding conformation
and performance, while the ewes are
selected for good length and muscle to
ensure lower birth weights with rapid
growth rates.
Quality stud sires have been purchased from Newbold, Morton and
Konongwootong studs.
Throughout the numerous changes
within the Poll Dorset breed, Yarramie
continue to supply traditionally based
prime lamb sires without losing the
concept of originality.
The Westgarths have developed a

Will Nolan 0409 449 815

reputation for breeding superior flock
rams.
They prove their performance
through mass lamb production and
strong constitution culminating in
early maturity of supreme prime
lambs.
Rams sold have performed strongly
and evidently been proven by positive
confidence from satisfied buyers.
New and repeat buyers will profit
from Yarramie rams through high
lambing percentages.
The lambs mature quickly developing good length, exceptional muscling,
clean faces and large hindquarters.
Buyers have regularly topped the
market with prime lambs sired by
Yarramie Poll Dorset flock rams.
All sale rams are Brucellosis
accredited free and are OJD status

Industry Leading Whiteface Genetics

YARRAMIE
POLL DORSETS

Est. 1974

18 stud rams
30 stud ewes
WHITE
rams
140 WHITE

Industry
Leading
Whiteface
Genetics
Industry
Leading
Whiteface
Genetics
Industry Leading Whiteface Genetics

SUFFOLK
SUFFOLK

1818
stud
rams
stud
rams
WHITE
3030
stud
ewes
stud
ewes
SUFFOLK
rams
rams
140
18 stud rams
140

ECT
DIR ILL
M
TO

MATERNAL
COMPOSITE
60

30 stud ewes
rams
140

EED
ANT RICE
R
A
GU UM P
IM
MIN

rams

MATERNAL
MATERNAL
COMPOSITE
COMPOSITE
MATERNAL

Friday 5th October 2018

DE

NAL
ITIO N
D
A
TR
TIO
AUC

Friday
5thOctober
October
Ewes
from5th
11am
- October
Rams
from 2018
12noon
Friday
2018
Friday
5th
2018
from 11am SA Time

from
from11am
11amSA
SATime
Time

Ewes from 11am - Rams from 12noon

EVERYTHING IN WOOL MOVES
FORWARD WITH MICHELL

Lachy
&from
Lou11am
Day, -mobile:
521
630
Ewes
Rams
from
12noon
Ewesfrom
11am
- Rams0428
from
12noon
Graham:
(08)mobile:
8752 0428
2554521 630
Lachy
& Lou Day,
Graham: (08) 8752 2554

Catalogue on website from late August
Lachy
&&Lou
mobile:
521
Lachy
LouDay,
Day,
mobile:
0428
521630
630
Catalogue
on
website
from0428
late
August
Graham:
(08)
8752
2554
Graham:
(08)
8752
2554
www.dayswhiteface.com.au
www.dayswhiteface.com.au
Catalogue
Catalogueon
onwebsite
websitefrom
fromlate
lateAugust
August
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3% rebate to
outside agents

RA
OLT
WO

Annual
On-Property
Sale
Annual
On-Property
Sale
Annual
On-Property
Sale
from
11am
SA Time

MN3

Auction 1pm

GLENBURNIE SALEYARDS
Mt Gambier SA

GE
HED RIVE
R
A
TO

COMPOSITE
6060
rams
rams
Annual On-Property Sale
60
rams

MN3

Mon 15 Oct 2018

737408

1300 470 655 wool@michell.com.au
TAMRA WALTER 0437 440 645
737286

70 FLOCK RAMS
Contact Stud Principal:
Graham Westgarth 0429 847 224
Contact Agents:
Kevin Norman 0418 849 155
Brian Spring 0429 100 057
OJD vaccinated
and Status free!

Brucellosis
accredited

738097

WHITE
SUFFOLK

MN3
MN3

free (vaccinated) and out of an OJD
clean flock.
Buyers can be confident in Yarramie
flock rams, which will provide them
with a solid foundation to attain prime
lamb production and premium lamb
sales.
Yarramie’s flock ram sale will be
held on Monday, October 15 at 1.00pm
at the Glenburnie Saleyards.
There will be prizes offered to the
highest bidder, the most volume buyer
and the lucky draw winner.
Lunch is provided and there is a
three percent rebate to outside agents.
For information or sales of Yarramie
flock rams phone Kevin Norman (Green
Triangle Livestock) 0418 849 155,
Brian Spring (Ray White) 0429 100 057
or Graham Westgarth (stud principal)
0429 847 224.

PRIME

LAMB

Majardah’s high performance in demand
ASBVs in a commercial environment,”
said a pleased Adam Price.
“This shows in the rams’ capacity to
sire lambs that are easy care with high
growth rates, finishing ability and worm
resistance,” he said.
Keen to stay at the forefront of the
sheep industry, the Majardah stud
genomics tested over 250 rams in the
2017 drop for meat eating quality.
Whilst they are not getting paid for
meat eating quality yet, processors have

Branch Manager/Auctioneer
Territory Sales Manager
Territory Sales Manager
Sales Service Officer

0408 400 870
0427 080 453
0428 400 411
(08) 87663100

Friday,
Friday,October
October5th
5th- -11am
11am

Poll
Dorsets
Poll
Dorsets
Poll
Dorsets
Suffolks
1515
Stud
Rams
Stud
Ewes
Flock
Rams
Stud
Rams
Stud
Ewes
100
Flock
Rams
Stud
Rams4040
Stud
Ewes5050
Flock
Rams 1212
Stud
Rams1212
Stud
Ewes
100
Flock
Rams
15 Stud Rams 100 Flock Rams
15 Stud Rams 40 Stud Ewes 50 Flock Rams

We
welcome
your
enquiries
classes
stock
and/or
semen

We
welcome
your
enquiries
onon
allall
classes
ofof
stock
and/or
semen

Allendale studs, PO Box 10, Bordertown, SA 5268

737701

Allendale
studs, PO
Box 10,
Bordertown, SA 5268
Alastair
| Graham
Ph: 0429
Alastair782
0429711
782 711,
Graham (08)(08)
87528752
2554 2554
Ph: Alastair 0429 782 711, Graham (08) 8752 2554
Email:
allendale@allendalestuds.com
Email:
allendale@allendalestuds.com
Email: allendale@allendalestuds.com
Check ourwww.allendalestuds.com
website www.allendalestuds.com
Check our website www.allendalestuds.com

RICHMOND PARK

737562

MULGUNDAWA

WHITE SUFFOLK

POLL DORSET

25th Annual Sale
Mon 8th Oct. 2018
RICHMOND PARK, ROBE, SA
AUCTION at 1.00PM (SA TIME)
Email: emburz@bigpond.com

Contact Vendors
Mary Burzacott 08 8768 6243
Mike Emery 0429 686 243
Contact Agents:
Anthony Driesen 0428 838 283
Trevor Wiseman 0427 237 369

300+

737562

0427 975 207
0427 849 779
0429 170 399
0427 391 470
0418 844 964
0429 622 455
(08) 87657800
(08) 87657800

RED
MEAT
SPECIALISTS
RED
MEAT
SPECIALISTS
“Red
Meat
Specialists”

SSALL0060717

Branch Manager
Territory Sales Manager
Territory Sales Manager
Livestock Production Specialist
Farm Supplies Manager
Farm Supplies Sales
Office Manager
Sales Service Officer

into the future.
The Majardah stud will have 140 rams
on offer at their annual sale on October
5, with a further 160 rams available
privately.
Both the White Suffolk and Poll
Dorset rams sit just over 20 Carcass Plus
index points above the breed average.
Performance and profit can be
achieved when producers purchase
Majardah Poll Dorset and White Suffolk
rams.

46th
46thAnnual
AnnualSale
Sale

The Elders Team
working together to make more
out of lambs and sheep for you.
NARACOORTE
Tom Dennis
Alan Thomson
Josh Reeves
Brendan Voss
Tom Williams
Justin Redding
Peter Stringer
Sue Cother
LUCINDALE
Ronnie Dix
Ian Mason
Scott Christie
Gill Copping

implemented DEXA technology which
will soon highlight their best suppliers.
Further benchmarking of the
Majardah flock through the world class
Meat Elite group has ensured members
have consistently achieved above average ASBV gains for the past 20 years.
The 2018 ram selling season will be
an opportunity for producers to use the
excellent returns from their lambs to
invest in high performance rams that
have the capacity to lift profitability

STUD & FLOCK
RAMS

MN3V

737452

Australia, Eyre Peninsula, the Victorian
Mallee and Gippsland all bought high
performance rams on offer from the
stud.
Over 1300 stud lambs were weighed
and double tagged at birth, with pedigrees and further measurements taken
as they grow.
This information is submitted to
Sheep Genetics for processing to generate Australian Sheep Breeding Values.
“Our sheep are achieving excellent

SSALL0060717

THE MAJARDAH Poll Dorset and
White Suffolk stud at Glencoe operated
by the Price family continues to kick
genetic goals.
Demand for Majardah rams last
season saw the family supply ram lambs
and surplus stud rams to clients to help
them meet their mating targets, after
clearing 100 percent of their 1½ year
old sires.
While most of the Majardah rams
stay local, repeat clients in Western

Brucellosis
Acc. Free
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Sheep meat production at the
forefront with KD Sheepstuds
THE SHEEP industry is in pretty unique
times at the moment, and as long as it
has four legs and says “baah”, there’s
an encouraging feeling about the money
it can make.
A sheep type should be selected to
suit your climate, environment, labour
availability, lifestyle and other species
grazed.
You can chase the rainbow but usually
it’s costly to start and by the time you
get there things have changed.
KD Sheepstuds have three types of
composite sheep that they have developed using the best genetics available,
to enhance greater profits and ease of
management for sheep producers.
It doesn’t matter what a breed is called
or what its history is, according to Kym
Staude the owner of KD Sheepstuds.
Sheep meat production is always
front and centre with the breeding Kym
pursues.
The overriding characteristic with any
sheep at KD is the easy lambing.
With 18 years of recording and monitoring stud births, there is barely a lamb
lost at birth due to difficult presentation,
even from lambing ewes 11 months of
age.
Hardiness, non seasonal breeding and
mating while lactating are also attributes
that are prevalent within the breeds KD
Sheepstuds have.
The KD Composite sheep type that
have been evolving for 18 years has had
the Charollais (sheep) breed in the mix
for the past four years.
“The hybrid vigour, growth and
muscling amazes me every time I handle
these lambs,” Kym Staude said.
“Human nature tends to assume that

15th Annual Sale

Thursday 4th October, 2018 @ 1pm

Kenlorne

Naracoorte Showground Pavillion

100

AUSTRALIA

Servicing the South East for 20 years

Sheep Scanning

28th On Property Sale

35

is our profession

Tuesday 9th October at 1.30pm

Wash down and disinfection between properties
‘No job too big or too small’

8017 Southern Ports Highway
9kms from Beachport on Robe Road

Multi gate pneumatic drafting

Inspections from 11am – luncheon provided

POLL DORSET

WHITE SUFFOLK

• Pregnant or Empty
• Early / Late / Empty
• Triplet / Twin / Single / Empty
• Combination of any of the above
• Tru-test XR5000 XRP2 EID

SUFFOLK

“LENGTH WEIGHS AND WEIGHT PAYS”
•
• All rams Brucellosis accredited No. 925
• 6 in 1, OJD vaccinated, drenched & backlined

2 Poll Dorset Stud Rams
80 Poll Dorset Flock Rams

Lunch provided
Inspections from 11am
Enquiries phone Brett Shepherd 0427 742 034

• OB Tested • MN3V Status • Lambplan Tested
• OJD Vaccinated • Brucellosis FREE 333

3% rebate to outside agents introduced in writing 24 hours prior
737283

Betty & Ken Walker
8017 Southern Ports Highway
Beachport SA 5280
Phone (08) 8735 8177
Fax (08) 8735 8178

Servicing SA and Western Vic

PPHS
Simon Mulraney 0428 623 329
Josh Manser 0428 290 147
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SOUTHERN AUSTRALIAN LIVESTOCK
Mat MacDonald 0428 849 615
Luke Crossling 0448 834 653

736869

MN3V

ELDERS
Tom Dennis 0427 975 207

ing the shedding type sheep.
The Australian White sheep have
been used since 2011 to use with a
shedding composite that the stud has
developed.
They are now producing the ultimate
sheep for easy care and producers in wet
areas can now use this type of sheep
with confidence.
The difference is that KD Sheepstuds
now have in excess of 90 percent black
hooved sheep and no feet are trimmed
on rams presented for sale.
This has been the greatest move
ahead with their breeding of this sheep
type.
The other factor is that Aussie White/
KD Shedding Composite lambs are born
with a thick hair coat.
Given the recent wet and cold months,
there has hardly been a lamb lost due to
the cold conditions.
The ewes are non seasonal breeders
and one group of the stud ewes has just
lambed for the third time in 15 months.
There are also young ewes that are
11 months old and are about to lamb.
The numbers of full blood Aussie
White rams for sale is increasing, but
now KD Sheepstuds have third and
fourth generation AW progeny from their
KD Composite ewe base that they know
have all the right characteristics for this
type of sheep they are striving for.
On Saturday, October 6 KD
Sheepstuds will have 50 ‘Top of
the Drop’ rams available on-farm at
Bordertown. There are 100+ rams
available this season.
See www.kdsheepstuds.com.au
for more information or phone Kym on
0412 070 971.

Animal Scanning Services

Poll Dorset

“TEN SELECTED STUD SIRES TO BE OFFERED”

210

‘big is beautiful’ in some sheep breeds,
but with the Charollais composites I say
‘wow it’s wide’.
“The lambs are typically born under
4kg and then take off from there on,”
Kym said.
KD Wooled Composites are a full
wool sheep type and each generation
there is an increase in black hooved
progeny, making them better for wetter
areas.
They are suitable over Merinos, crossbreds of all types and their speciality is
for use over maiden ewes or ewe lambs.
There is no reason why their progeny
can’t be retained as maternal ewes given
that they consistently lamb at over 150
percent.
On September 11 KD Sheepstuds will
have 40 to 50 rams available.
The dual purpose Dohne has been
bred since 2007 at the stud.
They grow 4-6kg of 18-20 micron
wool and they are not designed to be
heavy wool cutters but to produce fast
growing lambs with good carcass traits.
Dohne wether lambs can convert
feed into meat more efficiently than
traditional Merinos, and with growth
rates up to 400 grams per day, at the
current meat prices a bit less wool is
easily made up for.
Dohne sheep can handle tough conditions and lambing of above 120 percent
is a regular occurrence at KD.
Dohnes are used over Merinos and all
types of strong wool type meat sheep to
bring the micron back but retain carcass
and fertility traits.
KD Sheepstuds will have 30 Dohne
rams available on September 11.
For 20 years the stud has been breed-

David Little 0438 802 760
Office (08) 8735 5800

Jim Noonan 0428 838 423
Office (08) 8733 2733

Jeff & Eoin Southall
Phone: 0427 660 106 or (08) 8767 2791
91 Agnes St, Kingston SE SA 5275
Email: southallj@adam.com.au

736860
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Gypsum Hill’s dedication remains strong
SINCE 1977 Gypsum Hill Suffolk and
White Suffolk studs have been supplying
high quality terminal sires to the prime
lamb industry.
Now over 40 years on, the vision
and focus on the requirements for the
industry is as strong as ever.
Founded in the tough climate of the
mid north of South Australia, the studs
relocated to the South East in 2008, purchasing a grazing property at Padthaway.
The studs are run in conjunction with
a prime lamb operation, primarily first
cross ewes mated to White Suffolk rams
targeting the supermarket trade, and a
commercial herd of Angus cattle.
The opportunity to purchase Gypsum
Hill genetics has primarily been via their
on-property sale, and this year it will
be held on Friday, September 28 at
Emmavale, Schuberts Road, Padthaway.
The sale will be held undercover in the
new sale shed commencing at 2.00pm
when Gypsum Hill will offer 75 White
Suffolk and 15 Suffolk rams.
Over the years there have been trends
towards different styles of sheep in
the lamb industry, but Gypsum Hill’s
commitment has always been to produce
rams with great confirmation and shape
coupled with ‘do-ability’ and longevity
that produce lambs which meet the
current requirements.
Successful show campaigns during
the 1980s and 1990s helped their focus
on confirmation, and on-farm testing of
these genetics in the stud’s own prime
lamb enterprise helped hone the style
of sheep they were looking to produce.
For the last 25 years the use of Lambplan has been an important tool in
continual improvement of growth and
muscling of their rams.

One issue that Gypsum Hill has been
addressing for a number of years now is
the mature size of rams and the OH&S
implications with the handling of overly
big sheep.
The stud has been successful in developing rams that have moderate body
size yet still produce finished lambs that
meet the target market of between 22kg

to 28kg dressed weight.
Another aspect Gypsum Hill prides
itself on is presenting rams in ready to
work condition without having spent
their lives on grain feeders.
It would be an easy task to adlib feed
rams to look magnificent for sale day,
only to discover the negative impact
this has on their lifetime performance.

Gypsum Hill offers free delivery
where possible on rams purchased.
The stud has been Brucellosis accredited since 1977. This year all rams on
offer have been Guidair vaccinated for
Ovine Johnes disease.
The stud has made a near lifelong
commitment to seedstock production
and the lamb industry in general, and

are proud of the sheep produced.
Gypsum Hill would like to invite
interested lamb producers to attend
their sale on September 28 to view
the genetics on offer and the direction
and vision of the stud operation, and
importantly stay on afterwards and
enjoy a light refreshment opportunity
with them.

Shearing Sheds, Sheep Yards, Feeders & More
MAIN ROAD, MT PLEASANT SA, 5235

Ph: (08) 8568 2666 • Fax: (08) 8568 2630 • Mobile: 0417 874 615
Email: brendan@magnus.com.au | Website: www.magnus.com.au
737532
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Mullinger Park stacks
up with best in breed

“Broadview”

942 Broadview Rd, Western Flat, SA

200 Poll Dorset & White Suffolk Rams
Wednesday 26th Sept, 2018 @ 4.30pm

MULLINGER Park’s
2018 sale will boast over
300 high production Poll
Dorset, White Suffolk
and Suffolk rams with 10
specially selected rams
which could fit into any
stud breeding program.
Mullinger Park has been
breeding Poll Dorsets for
over 50 years and stud
breeders Brett and Amanda
Shepherd of Kybybolite are
one of the largest sellers of
British Breed rams in the
South East.
The Shepherd’s reserve
champion Suffolk ram is a
complete ram and reflects
the rams the pair are trying
to breed at Mullinger Park.
“Our rams are purely
commercial focused. We
show them to see where we
stand in the show ring and
they are stacking up against
the very best,” Brett said.
“We have focused on
Lambplan figures and they
are improving with every
year and are adequate for
the individual breeds.
“We are very happy with
the quality of our breeding,
we have invested heavily in
new sires and AI programs
over the years and of late
have purchased close to 100
Poll Dorset ewes to cater to

150 Border Leicester Rams
Friday 12th Oct, 2018 @ 2.30pm

Lambplan figures available
All rams Brucellosis accredited No. 470
6 in 1, MN2, OJD vaccinated, drenched & backlined
Enquiries to Martin Harvey 0407 582 079

737273

Refreshments provided at conclusion of sale

Robin Steen 0428 838 195
Ray Jaensch 0439 870 682
3% rebate to outside agents introduced in writing 24 hours prior to sale

LAMB

Poll Dorset ram demand.
“Our goals are to breed
good length, good muscle,
well structured sheep that
can perform in all aspects

of the industry, whether
it’s an early sucker or to
grow them out to the heavy
export weights,” Brett said.
The Mullinger Park team

would love to see you at
their 15th annual sale on
Thursday, October 4 at the
Naracoorte Showground
Pavilion at 1.00pm.

Looking for terminal rams this year?
Then consider

GYPSUM HILL

ANNUAL RAM SALE
FRIDAY 28th SEPTEMBER 2.00PM

Mount Gambier Isuzu Ute –
New name, same great service

1074 Schuberts Road, PADTHAWAY

Andrew and Tanya Frick Ph 0407 715 123
Brucellosis Accredited – Gudair vaccinated.
We use Lambplan as a selection tool.
Luncheon and refreshments supplied. Ask us about FREE delivery.

Suppling seedstock rams for over 40 years
Look us up on Facebook
facebook.com/gypsum.hill.white.suffolks

Agents: PPH&S - Craig Gill Ph: 0427 977 728
14 - The Border Watch Prime Lamb Focus 2018
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Offering
75 White Suffolk Rams
15 Suffolk Flock Rams

THE NEW dealership name for the
Isuzu D-Max and MU-X is Mount
Gambier Isuzu Ute.
Building on the foundations of the
former OGR Isuzu Ute, sales manager
Nathan Butler and the team are here to
support your farming needs.
The team at Mount Gambier Isuzu
Ute has great experience with the needs
of the local area and stock a wide range
of new Isuzu D-Max and MU-X models.
With Isuzu’s reliable three litre diesel
engine, coupled with six speed manual

or automatic transmissions, the driveline on the Isuzu Ute range is set up to
take on the toughest of challenges that
it is put through.
The parts and service team are there
to assist with after sales support.
Factory trained technicians and a
range of service parts in stock will keep
your vehicle on the road.
Single, space and crew cab models
are available across the D-Max 4x2 and
4x4 range with 3500kg braked towing
capacity on all Hi-ride models. There is

a ute to suit any of your needs.
The MU-X range is available in 4x2
and 4x4, and offers a 3000kg braked
towing capacity.
The latest range now comes with five
year / 75,000km capped price servicing
with a five year / 130,000km warranty
and roadside assist package.
Put the Isuzu D-Max or MU-X to the
test and arrange your drive today by
calling Nathan Butler or Shane Howard
on (08) 8725 7999 or see the team at 203
Jubilee Highway West, Mount Gambier.

PRIME

LAMB

Dean and McCabe are
the irrigation experts
DEAN AND McCabe Windmills and
Solar Pumps are manufacturers of the
Varcoe Windmill, which has been a
great Australian icon for over 100
years.
They source all materials from
within Australia.
Their windmills can be adapted to fit
into other manufacturer tower designs.
They are low maintenance and easy
to operate.
Dean and McCabe are Victorian
and South Australian distributors of
the Waterboy Solar Pump range.
They offer a wide range of solar units
that can meet your water requirements.
They are stockists of all windmill and
irrigation pipes, parts and accessories.
Dean and McCabe are also stockists
of the Hunter range of domestic irrigation products including sprinklers,
controllers, valves and various size pipe
and fittings to suit your home garden
irrigation requirements.
If you need an electric pump, DAB
and Bianco offer a wide range of pumps
to meet your needs, whether it is for
the domestic home, submersible bore
pumps, transfer pumps or construction
industry requirements.
Dean and McCabe are happy to
discuss the options available to you.
They can help you with any of the
above products, and offer a 10 percent
discount if you mention that you have
seen this editorial or their advertisement in this publication.
Call them today on (08) 8725 0076.

At Hage Tractors & Implements Pty Ltd we are committed to
supplying you with far more than just a tractor: We offer a full range
of implements that enable you to enhance your tractor’s capabilities
to meet new challenges and adapt to changing working conditions.

Contact Adrian Hayman (Mount Gambier)

Mobile: 0428 838 352 | Email: mgsales@hagetractors.com.au

Contact John Telfer (Naracoorte)

Mobile: 0427 835 900 | Email: sales@hagetractors.com.au

Mount Gambier
22 Wireless Road, Mount Gambier, South Australia 5290,
Phone: (08) 8724 9500 | Fax: (08) 8724 9065
Naracoorte
176 Smith Street, Naracoorte, South Australia 5271,
Phone: (08) 8762 2188 | Fax: (08) 8762 3243

Phone: 08 8723 2193
Fax: 08 8723 2367

Chances are, if you’re driving
around this big country of ours,
whether you’re out in the bush or
a metropolitan area, sooner or later
you’re going to see one of Ray Scott’s
livestock transport rigs on the road.

736919

Dale: 0438 838 263

MOUNT GAMBIER

‘On time, on budget, all
the time! That’s why
we use Raymond Scott
Livestock Transport
for our transportation
needs, big or small.’

With a lifetime of experience and
passion in the transport industry, only
equalled by his passion for raising beef
cattle, it just made perfect sense for Ray
and son Ashley to become one of the
premier livestock carriers around.
With an initial modest group of prime
movers and custom built stock crates,
they have, on the back of their vast
industry knowledge, dedication and
commitment to providing first class
service to their valuable customers, quickly
expanded to a fleet of over twenty trucks
and trailers.

From their base in Mount Gambier and through their nationwide network of contacts,
Ray Scott Livestock Transport is perfectly positioned to provide the full gamut of
professional, efficient and competitive services for your livestock transport needs.
SA, VIC, NSW, QLD and even WA can be covered by the Ray Scott Transport fleet
and with a range of carrying options, no job is too big or too small.
For further information and fast, professional service call the Ray Scott Transport
office on 08 8723 2193 or talk directly to Operations Manager, Dale Kalman on
0439 838 263.
738523
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• The depth of quality and performance in Kurralea rams is renowned and is evident in these two Poll Dorset and White Suffolk rams on offer this year. Both have Carcass Plus indices of 200
and are sired by K160435 (PD) and A. ‘Cruiser’ (WS - $68,000 record breaking sire). Over 300 rams will be on offer at their September 25 sale.

Client success
best Kurralea
endorsement

The shape of things to come!

On-property
annual ram sale

POLL DORSET & WHITE SUFFOLK STUDS

Quietly achieving
excellence

Wed 3rd October 1pm Vic time

Inspection from 11am

Approx 200 rams on offer including those pictured

“The next generation in our development from some of the nation’s best available genetics.”
The first progeny of Kurralea 150036Tw ($13,000 top price in 2016) are outstanding!

Prior inspections most welcome

www.janmac.com.au

Find us on Facebook
Enquiries welcome: Grant & Bryce Hausler, Goroke, Victoria
Grant: 0427 861 013 Bryce: 0427 861 031 Email: grant.hausler@bigpond.com

Check our website for updates & sale information:

737490

• Wool • Carcase • Fertility
Powerful and High Performance
Genetics with Repeatability

MN3V

Next Annual Ram Sale

Thursday October 11

Winning Sires Progeny Group 2017 RAS
Showing a full team again in 2018.
Come & check them out!
16 - The Border Watch Prime Lamb Focus 2018

Enquiries most welcome
Trevor, Judy & Lachie James
Ph: (08) 8758 6275 │Mob: 0438 586 275
E: jamestrevor25@gmail.com

W: www.coolawang.com.au

737491

SSCOO0040718

11am on-property
15 stud & 180 flock rams

THE CONTINUED sales successes at the Prentice
family’s Kurralea Poll Dorset, White Suffolk and
Suffolk ram sale are the headline news stories, but
it is the success of their clients that is their primary
focus and consequently the reason why the Kurralea
headlines continue.
Last year 312 rams from the three breeds achieved
a total clearance to buyers from three states, topping
at $18,000 and achieving a wonderful $1605 average.
The question could be asked as to why Kurralea has
continually achieved nation leading sales successes,
but with a little research the answers rapidly become
obvious.
From a breeding perspective, Kurralea has always
strived to produce sheep that combine elite performance
and structural excellence; bigger framed than many,
but well-muscled rams that do the job for clients in
wide ranging environments, allowing them to meet
any of the multiple market choices.
It is this latter point that enables different clients the
flexibility to successfully and efficiently target different
carcass weights and grid specifications.
The fact that commercial producers continue to travel
to Ariah Park from many areas of NSW and interstate
to purchase these rams to improve their bottom line is a
strong endorsement of the quality of Kurralea genetics.
James Baldry, Wallendbeen, NSW endorsed that
quality when he said, “One of the benefits of Kurralea is
the obvious genetic depth within the stud which assures
consistency of performance and robustness of their
rams, giving us even lines of marketable lambs that
can be sold in the 18kg to 28kg carcass weight range.”
“Having rams with good length and depth not only
ensures greater feed conversion efficiency, but also
having the ideal 2 to 3 condition score, even when
taken through to heavy weights of 26kg to 27kg carcass
weight is a real bonus,” he said.
Other producers readily endorse the Kurralea
qualities and their comments plus up to date sale
information can be viewed on the Kurralea website
(www.kurralea.com).
The 2018 Kurralea annual ram sale will again
see over 300 rams from the three breeds on offer on
Tuesday, September 25 commencing at 12.30pm EST.
There is certainly some exciting progeny from
industry leading sires coming up in this offering,
including a large number of White Suffolk sons of
Anden ‘Cruiser’ 150277Tw, the $68,000 all meat sheep
breeds record priced ram.
It will also be the second year Suffolk rams from
Lucy’s relatively new flock will be offered, while
the longest serving Poll Dorset breed offering has
numerous top sires represented.
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Complementing these rams will be three AI
sires: Johnos 11 83 and 10 606, plus Inverbrackie
14 8041.
Again many of the rams offered will have
negative WECs (worm egg counts), a trait that
is considered highly important by the stud.
Castle Camps’ operation is run with a commercial focus in mind.
Their stud ewes are run under commercial
conditions with importance placed on sheep
with natural doing ability.
They continue to get great feedback for both
breeds, with clients getting excellent results with

both lambs and their first cross ewes.
This year’s sale will be held on the property
at 2018 Riddoch Highway, Keith on Friday,
September 28 starting at 11.00am, with inspections from 9.30am.
Ian and Sue invite you to come and inspect the
rams either on sale day or beforehand.
You can also follow them on Facebook or
go to their website (www.castlecamps.com.au)
for an online catalogue which will be available
from early September.
Call Ian on 0438 566 030 to arrange a suitable
time for an inspection.

Producing a unique
blend of Size,
Performance &
Structural Excellence

 Our next annual sale 

Tues 25th September
MN3

12:30pm EST

On-property Ariah Park, NSW

SSKUR0120818

FOLLOWING a complete clearance of rams in
both breeds last year, the Castle Camps Border
Leicester and White Suffolk studs of Ian and
Sue Carr is looking forward to the coming ram
selling season.
This year the stud will again offer 70 White
Suffolk and 70 Border Leicester rams at its
annual sale on Friday, September 28.
The rams have come through a tight summer
and autumn but with a bit of extra feeding they
are starting to fill out and should be good by
sale day.
This year’s sale will see the first rams from
some of the new sires.
In the White Suffolk section two sires represented for the first time will be Anden 15 108
(purchased for $4000) and Castle Camps 15 26
(an AI son of Ramsay Park 201).
Both these rams have bred very well and will
have some excellent rams in this year’s sale.
The sale will also see the last offering of sons
by Woolumbool 12 7789, a ram that has left
his mark on the stud with almost 300 progeny.
The Border Leicester section will see the first
sons of Gleneith 15 320 and Ellingerrin 15 280.
These two rams have some very promising
rams in their first draft.
Adding to these will be sons from proven sires
Castle Camps 12 2228 and 12 2347.
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TagTag
Strip
Strip
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Clip
Tag
ClipClip
TagTag
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Offering approx 350 rams in a 3 breed ram sale

POLL DORSETS

WHITE SUFFOLKS

SUFFOLKS

For further information &/or updates check our website

www.kurralea.com

Catalogues available in early September or view online
Enquiries on all classes of stock always welcome
Ben & Lucy Prentice, ‘Kurralea’, Ariah Park, NSW
Ben: (02) 6975 2772 Mob: 0429 814 549
Kim: (02) 6975 2606
Email:
lucycprentice@gmail.com
737323

Annual On-Property Ram Sale

70 POLL DORSET RAMS 60
70
60
September 26,
27, 2018
2017
Wednesday September
Petch’s Road Binnum SA

CMAN
A
Z
POLL DORSETS
Est 2007

Sale to commence 1.00pm (SA time)
Inspection from 11.00am • Lunch Provided

Supplying a range of well-muscled,
high yielding reliable rams

Enquiries:
Kathy & Stephen Kelly
Samantha Kelly
Ph 08 8764 2027
Ph 08 8764 2027
Mob 0428 642 027
Mob 0447 497 744
Selling Agents

David Heinrich – 0428 933 516
Richard Miller – 0428 849 327

BRUCELLOSIS
ACCREDITED
No. 1229

Approved
Vaccinates

719054
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COMPOSITES

Est. 1994
For self replacing flocks

10TH ANNUAL SALE
Wednesday 24th October
at 1.00pm (SA Time)

25th Annual Sale

A quarter century of auction success
for Mulgundawa and Richmond Park

Wednesday 17th October
at 1.00pm (SA Time)

John & Josh Dowdy
(08) 8764 2065, 0428 642 065, 0407 642 565
on SA/VIC border
27kms from Apsley

Naracoorte
Alistair Haynes 0439 350 252

Naracoorte
Richard Jennings 0428 616 554

Catalogues available in www.rams4ewe.com.au
MN3V
10 Points

Brucellosis Accredited

4% Rebate to Outside Agents
in writing 24 hours prior
738697

MULGUNDAWA and Richmond Park have
marked their 55th year of breeding Poll Dorsets
and 30 years of producing White Suffolks.
Mary, Kevin and Mike would like to thank
all who considered their 2017 offering. The
confidence shown in their stock and attendance
at auction means they will continue to auction
300+ rams in 2018 and provide you with the
opportunity to purchase high quality sires
throughout the entire offering.
The 25th ram sale will be conducted at
Richmond Park on Monday, October 8, located
11km from Robe on the Robe-Penola Road.
Approximately 150 Poll Dorset and 150
White Suffolk flock rams (May-June drop) as
well as a selection of stud rams will be available
for inspection from 11.00am on the day of sale.

The auction will commence on Poll Dorsets
at 1.00pm with White Suffolks to follow.
Careful selection of sires in their breeding
program has produced better muscled and better
doing rams, still with profitable growth and
desirable carcass shape.
Poll Dorset sires used to produce the rams on
offer include two new Derrynock rams, 51/15
purchased for $14,000 (wwt 9.5, pwt 15, pfat
+0.5, pemd 2.7, C+203) and 593/15 (wwt 10,
pwt 15.4, pfat-0.1, pemd 1.6, C+196).
Also new is North Ulandi 10/15 (pemd 3.4
and +0.1 pfat, C+200.4). His progeny should
produce high yielding lambs.
White Suffolk sires include Smithston
460/15, purchased for $10,000 (wwt 11.1,
pwt 16.5, pemd 1.5, C+207) and Wheetlande

8384/15, (wwt 10.1, pwt 15.4, pfat-0.7, pemd
1.6, C+199).
Oakwood 25/14, Kurralea 67/13 (C+ 205)
and Omad 129/15 will all have quality sons in
this year’s sale.
Sheep Genetics Australia figures are available
on the SGA website and full catalogue prior
to the sale.
Both studs are OJD MN3V (entire flock vaccinated) and Ovine Brucellosis accredited free.
The number of sheep offered should enable
buyers to find quality and value.
A complimentary barbecue lunch will be
available prior to the sale.
Enquiries can be directed to the vendors or
their selling agent, Landmark, at either Millicent
or Kingston SE.

K&S FUELS

LOCALS SUPPORTING LOCALS

Jacob Malthouse

Mark Hodgens

Peter Sinclair

Mount Gambier Depot
40 Graham Road,
Mount Gambier
Ph (08) 8721 1770
M 0409 672 568

Millicent Service Station
and Depot, Cnr Mount
Gambier & Millicent Rds
Ph (08) 8733 3133
M 0418 827 324

Naracoorte Depot
21 Smith Street,
Naracoorte
Ph (08) 8762 0772
M 0408 849 851
737560

Email: fuels@ksgroup.com.au
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BUCIK TYREPOWER
YOUR 4WD SPECIALISTS

LEGENDARY OFF-ROAD TIRES

737561

Bucik Tyrepower

218 Commercial St East, Mt Gambier | Phone 8725 0855
www.buciktyrepower.com.au

Wrattenbullie
Poll Dorset Stud

Cashmore Oaklea’s self replacing
maternals thrive in all conditions
systems for the past 36 years.
The flock is run in a harsh coastal
environment at high stocking rates
where only the best thrive.
The testing ground ensures
co-principals Don Pegler and John
Keiller make accurate decisions about
replacement breeding stock and it is
their guarantee to clients that the animals will perform in all environments.
The stud’s sheep are selected for
fast growth rates and high numbers
of lambs weaned on a moderately
framed, medium wool ewe.
Improvements in these important
traits lead to increased farm production
due to higher winter stocking rates,
more lambs born and a higher utilisation of spring pastures.
As the kilograms of lambs weaned
per hectare rises, gross income
increases.
The 7000 ewe stud flock is fully

performance recorded with a suite of
measurements taken across an animal’s life, building up a performance
history and genetic picture of its dollar
earning potential.
Always looking ahead, the
Cashmore Oaklea team have been at
the forefront of research with consider5 Stud Rams, 120 Flock Rams, Naracoorte Showgrounds
able investment into developing novel
Monday 8th October 2018 – 1.30pm
traits such as parasite resistance, adult
weight and yearling NLW.
Rod Davies: 0467 646 026
These are now mainstream industry
Self Replacing Performance Maternals
Australian Sheep Breeding Values and
Brad Davies: 0438 266 732
Cashmore Oakleafis
ng in these
earileader
f
O
e.Maternal
wrattenbullie@gmail.com
Coopworth,
Performance
# 150 specially selected elite Rams
areas.
Mr Pegler and Mr Keiller&are
Nudie Rams
# 250 selected Coopworth &
practical farming people who love the
BrucellosisMaternal Rams
Performance
challenge of making animals change.
# Accredited
20 Cashmore Nudie Rams
MN3V
They take satisfaction in seeing
737257
dams with strong maternal instincts,
Hamilton Showgrounds, 12 noon
helped by calm dispositions, lamb
easily and rear healthy offspring to
Come and Talk to Don & John at the
target weights. All rams in top 10%

CASHMORE
OAKLEA

www.cashmoreoaklea.com.au

Cashmore Oaklea

420

RAM SALE - Friday 18th October, 2013

Cashmore Park Open Day.

Warrawindi
More meat More money

View sale rams, stud ewes and lambs.
Thursday 3rd October, lunch provided
114 Wilmots Rd Cashmore VIC 3305

Property
14th OnRam
Sale

Contact - John Keiller (03) 5526 5274, 0409 804 638

Self Replacing Performance Maternals

450

Performance Maternal,
Coopworth & Nudie Rams
Our sale rams deliver $11 per ewe
mated per year above industry average
Our breeding program delivers genetic
improvement of $2.40 per ewe mated
per year compounding

Friday the 12th of October,
1.00pm SA time

Come & talk to Don & John at the

OPEN DAY: Thursday 27th September 2018
9.00am, view sale rams, stud ewes
and lambs. Lunch provided.
114 Wilmots Rd, Cashmore VIC, 3305

150 Poll Dorsets
15 Warra-J Suffolks
20 Warra-M Border Leicester Rams
OJD Vaccinated, Bruc Free.

RAM SALE: Friday 12th October, 2018
Hamilton Showgrounds, 11am.
All rams in top 5% Lambplan decile report.
Lambplan maternal $ index 162-174

John Keiller 0409 804 638 I Don Pegler 0417 851 466

www.cashmoreoaklea.com.au

737620

g

Offerin

Don Pegler (08) 8738 9291, 0417 851 466
737269

THE ANNUAL Cashmore Oaklea
Performance Maternal ram sale will
be held at the Hamilton Showgrounds
on Friday, October 12 commencing
at 11.00am.
The sale will have 450 high performing maternal rams on offer.
These rams are the cream of the
drop from over 3000 maternal rams
that were tagged at birth in 2017.
Cashmore Park will also have on
offer a selection of nudie rams.
An open day will be held at
Cashmore Park on September 27.
The annual Cashmore Oaklea ewe
sale will be held by Auctions Plus on
Tuesday, December 4 with approximately 10,000 ewes on offer.
Cashmore Oaklea Performance
Maternals run an industry leading
flock and have been producing self
replacing maternal sheep genetics
for Australian prime lamb farming

The Galpin Family, Penola SA
warrawindi@activ8.net.au
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INSPECTIONS FROM 11AM
AUCTION COMMENCES 1:30PM
TO BE HELD AT BURKHILLS LANE, MILLICENT

80 WHITE SUFFOLK
30 BORDER LEICESTER
10 SUFFOLK RAMS
LUNCH PROVIDED

Michael & Julie Osborne
P| 08 8733 3393
M | 0408 838 568
E | ryeview@bigpond.com

Elders Millicent

David Little
LUNCH PROVIDED
Hayden Biddle

0438 802 760
0429 031 194

736868

All rams presented with lamb plan figures. Ryeview stud is an accredited brucellosis free flock
306. Ovine Johne’s map MNV3. All rams vaccinated against OJD.
4% rebate to registered outside agents.

Altschwager
0408 806
194
All rams presentedScott
with
lamb plan
figures.
Ryeview stud is an accredited brucellosis free
flock 306. Ovine Johne’s map MNV3.
All rams vaccinated against OJD.
4% rebate to registered outside agents.

Michael & Julie Osborne
P | 08 8733 3393
M | 0408 838 568
E | ryeview@bigpond.com

• Woolumbool’s selection parameters are very much in sync with industry needs, while fertility runs strongly through Woolumbool
genetics with a majority of their sale stock being from multiple births.

High accuracy measured performance
data confirms Woolumbool’s quality

Elders Millicent
David Little
0438 802 760
Hayden Biddle
0429 031 194
Scott Altschwager 0408 806 194

UNQUESTIONABLE measured performance
data has been behind the Clothier family’s
Woolumbool Poll Dorset and White Suffolk
ram offerings since the stud’s inception 30
years ago.
It is the depth of that data behind their current offering that gives them extremely high
accuracies and gold quality level status with
Lambplan, ensuring that what you see and read
is what you’ll consistently get.
Very few studs have that ranking Australiawide.
This gives prospective purchasers amongst
prime lamb producers not only trustworthy elite
performance, but also greater confidence in
the results they will achieve and consequently,
potentially greater profitability.
The Clothiers are also members of the Meat
Elite Poll Dorset and the Superwhites White
Suffolk breeding groups breeding for elite
performance levels.
Honest paddock growth and presentation is
rigidly adhered to by the Clothiers, which gives
no masking of the actual genetic capabilities
of their rams.
Further, all rams have to pass an assessment

& EDSON
LIVESTOCK

120120 & 120405
SONS FOR SALE AT 2017 SALE

ON PROPERTY SALE

FRIDAY 28TH
SEPTEMBER 1:00PM

Brad & Tanya Edson

• 08 8756 5067 • 0428 565 067
info@redrockwhitedorpers.com.au
www.redrockwhitedorpers.com.au

737258

OFFERING: • 100 WHITE RAMS • 10 DORPER RAMS
• 5 STUD DORPER & WHITE DORPER EWES

for structural soundness before being considered for sale, whatever their figures may be.
For some who are used to purchasing pampered rams raised on feeders, adjusting to this
paddock preparation may be difficult but the
honesty of the Clothier family is second to none.
Based at Lucindale, they have concentrated
their type in both breeds on medium frames
with rapid growth to earlier maturity, producing
rams that are very much like ‘peas in a pod’ and
ideal for ‘finished’ prime lambs in the 22kg to
26kg weight range.
This is the money market weight range in
today’s lamb industry with a vast majority of
both domestic and export lambs being sought
by processors within this weight range.
Lamb eating quality is a newer EBV available
to the industry through Lambplan and unsurprisingly the Clothier family has been quick
to bring it to the forefront of their selection
considerations.
A good eating experience for consumers is
paramount in keeping up demand, especially
now that high demand and under supply has
pushed lamb prices to record levels.
Woolumbool has a loyal following of regular

clients who continually get the results they seek
from these genetics.
However, there is plenty of room for others
to join them, with over 100 rams from each
of their two terminal sire breeds on offer on
Wednesday, October 3.
Their high fertility Multi-Meats are another
exciting maternal addition to the breeding
options they offer, these rams being available
privately, while they offered a small selection of
Poll Merinos at last year’s sale for the first time.
The most important trait for profitability is
fertility expressed through live lambs on the
ground.
Woolumbool also excels here, with exceptional fertility levels through all their studs, not
just the Multi-Meats.
A significant majority of their rams will be
from multiple births.
Further, all Woolumbool rams have been
measured and selected for worm resistance,
an increasingly important trait for management
and consistent performance.
More information and updates can be found
on the Woolumbool website (www.woolumbool.com.au) and on Facebook.

Allendale’s impressive traits again on offer
ALLENDALE’S 46th annual sale will be held
on Friday, October 5 in conjunction with Day’s
White Suffolks and Maternal Composites.
Allendale will offer 115 Poll Dorset stud and
flock rams, 65 Suffolk stud and flock rams and
40 Suffolk ewes.
The Poll Dorset offering will consist of 12 sire
stud rams and 100 quality flock rams.
The sires of these sale rams average in the

top 20 percent of all terminal sheep for post
weaning weight, eye muscle depth and Carcass
Plus index.
Along with this impressive performance data
the Allendale Poll Dorsets are clean pointed,
structurally correct with good confirmation and
early maturity.
The Allendale Suffolk ram offering consists
of 15 top quality stud rams and 50 performance

recorded flock rams.
These Suffolk rams are well made, sound
sheep with many rams excelling for eating
quality traits.
The Suffolk ewes are a tidy line with many
top sires represented.
Allendale strives for stock with type, performance and balance. Their sheep are MN3-V,
Footrot free and Brucellosis accredited.

CLOVEN HILLS
CLOVEN HILLS

E S T.
1977

SPECIALISTS IN MATERNAL GENETICS
Simplify the system to hit production targets
Purpose bred for greater lamb production
“Flexible, profitable, sustainable”

RAM SALE MON 8TH OCT
OPEN DAY THURS 27 TH SEPT

BOTH AT 450 HAYDENS RD, NAREEN, VIC
20 - The Border Watch Prime Lamb Focus 2018

Fertility | Growth | Carcase | Moderately sized ewes | Resilience (OJD Vacc. Eligible All States, Bruc. Accred)

FOR FARM TOUR OR ENQUIRIES CONTACT:
Kate & Chris Dorahy T: 0355798519 M: 0409 784 340 or Rick Smith 0447 770 339
E: info@clovenhills.com.au | W: www.clovenhills.com.au
737837

PRIME

LAMB

New designer genetics on offer at Detpa Grove
THE PIPKORN family’s Detpa Grove White
Suffolk stud record speaks for itself, arguably
being one of the most successful White Suffolk
studs in the country for the best part of two
decades.
The quality on offer at Detpa Grove is truly elite
and while they have regularly achieved headline
stud sale successes, because of the incredible
depth of quality, many of the prices have been
very affordable, especially in the current buoyant
prime lamb industry.
Besides their structural and breed type excellence, there was a vast majority of last year’s
offering, right through to the bottom run of flock
rams, in excess of 200 on Carcass Plus index
under Lambplan.
Of the 143 strong flock ram offering, 54 percent
were over 200; 38 percent of the stud ewe offering
and 70 percent of the stud rams also exceeded
this level of performance, with the balance not
far behind.
Along with elite phenotype, very few studs can
get close to that level of verifiable performance.
The stud prefix may stay the same, but the
genetic improvement continues.
The production of such high quality stock
and influencing so many other studs around the
country is no easy achievement, yet stud principal
David Pipkorn relishes the challenge.
Astute infusions of elite genetics for both
performance and phenotype have enabled Detpa
Grove to bring exciting new family lines to the
marketplace.
The genetic diversity within the stud allows
both stud and commercial producers to keep
investing in arguably the best all-round genetics
available today.
This year’s offering continues that theme. Could
they be better than in previous years? Certainly
David Pipkorn believes they are, which is great
news for all sheep producers.
Of course, prospective buyers can make
their own decisions on this, but unless they put
themselves ‘in the game’ by attending the next

• These are just a small sample of the outstanding rams on offer this year at the Detpa Grove sale in October, demonstrating exceptional
quality, performance and breed type. Detpa Grove continues to be industry leaders for both genotype and phenotype.
Detpa Grove sale on Thursday, October 11 they
have little chance of securing these new designer
genetics that can truly enhance the performance
and quality produced in their prime lamb or stud
breeding programs.
Some of the prominent sires of this year’s

offering include Anden Cruiser, the $68,000
industry and White Suffolk record breaking ram;
Detpa Grove 140180, with another great crop of
sons; Hillcroft Farms 130156, with high eating
quality index and performance levels; Detpa
Grove 140101, with some very classy sons; and

Detpa Grove 160027, the stud’s top keeper ram
from the 2016 drop but since lost.
The Detpa Grove sale catalogue, plus regular
updates on the stock on offer this year, can be seen
on Detpa Grove’s website (www.detpagrove.com)
or you can follow them on Facebook.

Local proprietors sharing knowledge and advice
Buying and selling firearms
Repairs and maintenance
Scope fitting
Advice on licensing and applications

• Spot lights, binoculars, game cameras, range finders, spotting scopes, scopes and
torches.
• Giftware for 18th, 21st and beyond.
• Hunting equipment, tanning kits, calls, knives, scent reducer, game bags, hard cases,
punts, decoy bags, duck callers, decoys (mojo), ear muffs (passive shotgunner)
• Clay throwers, clays, ammunition, targets
• Bipods, rests
• Slings (Limbsaver)
• Archery bows, arrows and accessories
• Camouflage clothing and hats, shooting jackets (deer hunter)
• Safes - all classes (Spika, Lokaway)
• Reloading equipment and supplies
• Huge range of ammunition WIN, REM, FED.
• Buying and selling new and used firearms. We pay cash.

323 Commercial St West, Mount Gambier Phone 08 8725 4546 Fax 08 8725 4626
gambiershootingsupplies@gmail.com
737322
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Wrattenbullie go it alone

GOWAN BRAE
29th Poll Dorset Sale
OJDV
Friday,
October 19th, 2018
1.30pm on property
Landmark Millicent: (08) 8733 2733
Jim Noonan: 0428 838 423
Leigh Clifford: (08) 8734 3011

FURNER
2 Stud Rams
120 Poll Dorset Rams
737407

CJ SHEARING
Contact Morto for a clean,
reliable, stress free job at
reasonable rates!

Servicing the South East of
South Australia
and Western Victoria.

ers looking at ASBVs when
selecting flock rams, the stud
has introduced two sires:
Valma 291 -16 with Carcass
Plus index of 210, pwt 15.8
and pemd 2.4; the other ram
being Ulandi Park 125-12
with a Carcass Plus index
195, pwt 15.1 and pemd 1.58.
There will also be a few
young rams by Bundarra

TERMINAL and maternal options are
covered at the one location with the
Days Whiteface offering on Friday,
October 5 of both White Suffolks and
Maternal Composites.
The stud continually striving for
increased performance while still
maintaining the structural soundness
that ensures their rams’ longevity.
They constantly search for new
genetics, both physical rams and
AI sires, that add performance
which will make your prime lamb

Now offering full contracts and
cost plus services.
Over ten years of experience.

Phone 08 8737 3917
Mobile 0429 363 280
737263

MRams

MA JA R D A H
POLL DORSET STUD 1886

AFTER 26 joint sales with
Leenala, Wrattenbullie will
be conducting a standalone
sale at the same venue and
date as previous years.
The sale date is Monday,
October 8 at 1.30pm at the
sheep pavilion, Naracoorte
Showgrounds.
Five stud rams and 120
flock rams will be offered
for sale.
A team of eight rams
was entered for the recent
Hamilton Sheepvention,
with six of these going on
to represent Wrattenbullie at
the Adelaide Show.
These rams are sired by
Hillden 580-16, a big long
ram leaving sons with good
structure and growth, and
Ulandi Park 125-12 used for
his balanced set of ASBVs
and his ability to breed big
long clean rams.
The other rams were from
home bred sires.
Five of these rams will
be offered as stud rams at
the sale.
Wrattenbullie’s main
focus for the year is presenting the 120 flock rams
in ideal condition to go out
and perform for clients.
They are well grown,
sound rams with good skins
and carcass.
With many lamb produc-

Downs 6930-16.
With farm biosecurity
being an important focus
for producers, Wrattenbullie
has focused on it as a high
priority.
They have maintained
their OJD status being
MN3V and have completed
testing to maintain their
Ovine Brucellosis accred-

itation certificate No. 280.
Gayle, Alana, Brad and
Rod would like to catch up
with you on October 8 where
you can enjoy lunch and light
refreshments before the sale.
Anyone wishing to inspect
their sheep prior to the sale
can do so by calling Brad
on 0438 266 732 or Rod on
0467 646 026.

Days Whiteface offering the
complete prime lamb package

For all your shearing and
crutching needs.

OW’S
TOMORR DAY!
RAMS TO

LAMB

WHITE SUFFOLK STUD 540

MEAT ELITE AUSTRALIA

enterprise more profitable.
Days Whiteface believe their rams
have the growth and muscle the industry requires while still maintaining all
important lambing ease.
The development of the Maternal
Composite flock has been very
rewarding with one of their long term
clients recently recording a pregnancy
rate in their ewe lambs of 156 percent
to lambs joined.
This along with the tremendous
carcass attributes of the composites

makes them well worth a look.
A new string to the Maternal
Composite bow has been the introduction of some Poll Merino genetics.
Days Whiteface chose a ram from
the Merino database that has excellent ASBVs for fat and muscle. The
progeny look very promising.
Days Whiteface will retain one to
blend through some of their composite
flock and will have a small group of
these rams for sale among their composite offering on Friday, October 5.

Flock No. 1886
& No. 540
OB Free Acc.
580 OJD MN2V

RAM SALE FRIDAY 5th OCTOBER
1:00pm ON PROPERTY
1861 KANGAROO FLAT ROAD, GLENCOE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

120 POLL DORSET & 20 SUFFOLK RAMS
• All rams selected for sound
conformation, moderate BWT, growth,
muscle and worm resistance.
• Young rams bred for commercial use.
• Performance backed by 46 years of
breeding.

3% rebate for outside agents.
Inspection from 11:30am.
Lunch provided.
BWT
0.38
0.29
0.27

CONTACT:
DALE & RUTH PRICE 0428 394 300
ADAM PRICE 0428 230 100
Email: majardah@bigpond.com

WWT PWWT
9.70
15.0
10.10 16.1
8.2
12.7

PFat
-0.26
-0.22
-0.50

BEN GREGORY
0418 498 587
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PEMD
2.51
2.24
1.50

WEC
-29
-26
-13

2020
204.7
206.5
183.0

C+
115.3
115.6
111.3

PETER CREEK
0428 838 332

737531

320 Ram ASBVs Averages
Majardah Poll Dorset
White Suffolks
Terminal

• Days 150113 is strongly represented in the Days Whiteface 2018 White Suffolk offering.

LAMB

Fertile, early maturing
Stoneleigh Suffolks
STONELEIGH Suffolks was established in 2008 and is located near
Lucindale in the Upper South East of
South Australia.
The stud is run by Malcolm and
Tania Smith and their three daughters,
alongside their mixed farming operation, beef cattle and prime lambs.
Established with the aim to breed
rams for their own commercial ewes,
they soon found there was a high
demand outside of their own use.
Stoneleigh Suffolks started with
foundation sheep from Pine Ridge,

Burwood and Allendale, all renowned
breeders, and they now run 120 stud
ewes and four stud rams, producing
approximately 50 flock rams annually.
These are available for sale by
private selection in mid September.
Alongside this year’s flock rams they
will also be offering four stud rams.
Stoneleigh Suffolks focus on producing high quality, early maturing,
fertile Suffolk rams for the commercial
based breeders.
The stud continually aims to
improve their genetics, sourcing sires

with structural excellence, stretch, and
plenty of muscle, all traits required for
the red meat industry.
Tania and Malcolm will again exhibit
both stud rams and ewes at the Royal
Adelaide Show.
Stoneleigh Suffolks is Brucellosis
Accredited free, OJD vaccinated,
and all stud rams have been Spider
Syndrome tested.
For further information visit www.
stoneleighsuffolks.com.au or search
for their Facebook page. All enquiries
welcome.

CASTLE CAMPS
BORDER LEICESTER & WHITE SUFFOLK STUD

5th Annual Sale

Friday 28th September 2018 at 11am
on property, 2018 Riddoch Hwy Keith
Inspections from 9.30am

70 WHITE SUFFOLK &
70 BORDER LEICESTER RAMS
Accredited Brucellosis free Johne’s vaccinated Lambplan tested

Contact Ian & Sue Carr 0438 566 030 or 08 8756 6030
www.castlecamps.com.au
Platinum
Livestock
Adam Bradley
0428 838 285
Simon Rosenzweig
0427 887 705

MWJ
EXPERIENCE
SELLS

Miller Whan & John
Mike Newton
0417 812 312

Rebate to outside agents morning tea and lunch

737770
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BORDERTOWN

2018 RAM SALES
30 DOHNE RAMS
19 micron wool average, hardy, dual purpose, high fertility.

Step up your lamb production
potential with Multimeat genetics
NOW IS the time to move your lamb
production system to the next level.
The development of multiple
bearing sheep has lifted the lid on the
potential of lamb production systems.
These genotypes use a single gene
to lift the scanning percentages of
your ewes by 60 percent. One cross
and you have prolific sheep.
The rest of the world has had access
to high fecundity ewes and now you
can too. These ewes will conceive the
extra lambs without extra feeding or
the use of drugs, making them much
more efficient at converting your
pasture to meat.

Multimeat rams can be crossed with
Merinos, crossbreds or composites to
lift the scanning rates of wool sheep.
The new Multimeatmaster rams can
be crossed with Dorpers, Wiltipolls
or Aussie Whites to produce a clean
shedding sheep with scanning rates
between 180-200 percent.
These genotypes cannot compete
at their normal levels of fecundity
but this innovation will make them
competitive with composite ewes
which are barely worth shearing.
These new genotypes are supplied
with carefully researched management booklets which explain optimum

ways of managing these sheep to get
the best out of them.
This research was conducted at
Struan for the MLA and SARDI.
Application of this system results
in a 25 percent lift in profitability.
Over 60 producers are using this
advancement to achieve the same
results as shown with the independent
trial conducted on the Elmore field
day site.
For more information have a
look on the Multimeat Composite
website or contact Colin Earl, email
earl.kerami@bigpond.com, phone
0428 647 457.

50 CHAROLLAIS COMPOSITE RAMS
Easy lambing, high meat yield, fast growth, fibre safe.

TUESDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER
11am-1pm finish by Helmsmann auction
Agent introduction welcome.

100 + AUSTRALIAN WHITE
AND SHEDDING COMPOSITE RAMS
Unshorn, full shedders, 90% black hooved, feet untrimmed.

50 RAMS – “TOP OF THE DROP”
SATURDAY 6TH OCTOBER
11am-1pm finish by Helsmann auction
Rams available by private selection from 13th September.

See videos/photos at www.kdsheepstuds.com.au

737545

• Multiple bearing Multimeat sheep.

Kym, Kathy & Tyke Staude
Bordertown SA • Ph: 0412 070 971 • Email: kym@kdsheepstuds.com.au
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GO YOUR

OWN WAY
ISUZU MU-X 7-SEAT 4X4 AUTO

$44,990 - $52,990
DRIVE AWAY*

ISUZU D-MAX 4X4 CREW CAB

$39,490 - $50,990
DRIVE AWAY

#

START YOUR ADVENTURE WITH THE 3-LITRE, 430Nm, 6-SPEED ISUZU D-MAX & MU-X
The Isuzu D-MAX and MU-X are stand out performers on or off-road. With the legendary Isuzu 3-litre turbo diesel engine, a beefed up 430Nm of
torque and an intuitive 6-speed transmission across the range. Coupled with a Terrain Command 4WD system and outstanding towing capacity,
the D-MAX and MU-X have everything you need for any adventure. GO YOUR OWN WAY!

MOUNT GAMBIER ISUZU UTE | 203 JUBILEE HIGHWAY WEST, MOUNT GAMBIER | PHONE 08 8725 7999
NATHAN BUTLER 0419 827 060 OR SHANE HOWARD 0422 556 964
5-star ANCAP safety rating on all MU-X models and 4x4 D-MAX Crew Cab models built from November 2013 onwards and 4x2 D-MAX Crew Cab High Ride models built from November 2014 onwards. *Model shown is 4x4 LS-T Auto at $52,990 drive away. Private & ABN holders only on
18MY vehicles. Metallic/mica/pearl paint $500 extra. Available until 30/9/18, unless extended, varied or while stocks last. #Model shown is 4x4 LS-T Crew Cab Auto at $50,990 drive away. Private & ABN holders only on 18MY vehicles. Metallic/mica paint $500 extra. Available until 30/9/18,
unless extended, varied or while stocks last. ^5 years/130,000km whichever occurs first, for eligible customers. Excludes trays and accessories. >The Capped Price Servicing Program (“CPS Program”) applies to Eligible Vehicles with a Warranty Start Date on or after 1/1/15 at Participating
Isuzu UTE Dealers only. The 5 years Capped Price Servicing covers the first 5 Scheduled Services for 18MY and later vehicle models for up to 5 years/75,000km (whichever occurs first) and for 16.5MY and 17MY for up to 5 years/50,000km (whichever occurs first). CPS Program is subject to
change. For full terms & conditions and current pricing visit isuzuute.com.au/service-plus.

737618
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